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Photo taken by US Navy (PD)

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Flickr_-_Official_U.S._Navy_Imagery_-_Sailor%27s_daughter_operates_a_fire_hose_with_crew_member_assistance..jpg


Without Machine Prediction: Reviewing 160k edits per day...

~300 Hours 
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With Machine Prediction: Reviewing 16k edits per day…

~28 Hours
(4 people * 8 hours)
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But it makes quality control 
decisions more opaque.



How will our volunteer 
editors maintain control?



Part 2: Challenges
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http://ores.wmflabs.org/scores/enwiki/damaging/638307884
 "638307884": {
    "prediction": false,
    "probability": {
      "false": 0.942,
      "true": 0.058
    }
  }

http://ores.wmflabs.org/scores/enwiki/reverted/638307884
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http://ores.wmflabs.org/scores/enwiki/damaging/638307884
 "638307884": {
    "prediction": false,
    "probability": {
      "false": 0.942,
      "true": 0.058
    }
  }

http://ores.wmflabs.org/scores/enwiki/reverted/642215410
http://ores.wmflabs.org/scores/enwiki/reverted/638307884


 "638307884": {
    "prediction": false,
    "probability": {
      "false": 0.942,
      "true": 0.058
    }
  }

http://ores.wmflabs.org/scores/enwiki/damaging/642215410

http://ores.wmflabs.org/scores/enwiki/damaging/638307884

"642215410": {
    "prediction": true,
    "probability": {
      "false": 0.080,
      "true": 0.920
    }
  }

http://ores.wmflabs.org/scores/enwiki/reverted/642215410
http://ores.wmflabs.org/scores/enwiki/reverted/638307884
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Otherwise, anons seemed to dominate false-positive reports from 
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… maybe anons are really 
bad.

● Generally, anon edits are twice as likely to be 
vandalism

● 90% of anonymous edits are good



https://ores.wmflabs.org/v2/scores/enwiki/damaging/642345235?feature.revision.user.is_anon=false 

https://ores.wmflabs.org/v2/scores/enwiki/damaging/642345235?feature.revision.user.is_anon=false


https://ores.wmflabs.org/v2/scores/enwiki/damaging/642345235?feature.revision.user.is_anon=false 

{"prediction": false,
 "probability": {"false": 0.656,
                 " true": 0.344}}

https://ores.wmflabs.org/v2/scores/enwiki/damaging/642345235?feature.revision.user.is_anon=false


https://ores.wmflabs.org/v2/scores/enwiki/damaging/642345235?feature.revision.user.is_anon=false 

{"prediction": false,
 "probability": {"false": 0.656,
                 " true": 0.344}}

https://ores.wmflabs.org/v2/scores/enwiki/damaging/642345235?feature.revision.user.is_anon=true  

{"prediction": false,
 "probability": {"false": 0.541,
                 " true": 0.459}}

https://ores.wmflabs.org/v2/scores/enwiki/damaging/642345235?feature.revision.user.is_anon=false
https://ores.wmflabs.org/v2/scores/enwiki/damaging/642345235?feature.revision.user.is_anon=true
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… practices in employment, housing, and 
other areas that adversely affect one group of 
people of a protected characteristic more than 
another ...

race, sex, or ethnic group



Should newcomers and 
anonymous status be 

considered “protected”?
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160k
Edits
Per 
Day

30%

70%

Need review

Probably OK

Counter vandalism w/o “user features”



27 hours
4 people

81 hours
12 people

With User Features
and a strong bias against 

newcomers and anonymous 
editors

Without User Features
More fairness

Reduced efficiency



Mary Wollstonecraft by John Opie (c. 1797).jpg (PD)

Photo By Luisalvaz CC-BY-SA 4.0 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Mary_Wollstonecraft_by_John_Opie_(c._1797).jpg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Roger_Bamkin_y_Rosie_Stephenson-Goodknight_en_Wikimania_2015_22.JPG


Patrollers Rosiestep

Efficiency! Fairness for 
newcomers!



Patrollers Rosiestep

Efficiency! Fairness for 
newcomers!

Whose values win?
How do we balance?
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“Group Literacy”



Part 3: The Pitch
Minimum Viable AI Governance
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Minimum Viable Crowd-control

This isn’t 
working for us!

This is mostly 
working for me. R

???

Users/stakeholders Wiki Pages &
Templates

3rd party 
researchers
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Internet







How often does PatruBot make a mistake? 

What kind of mistakes is it making?

Are these mistakes OK with us?



Minimum Viable Crowd-control

This isn’t 
working for us!

This is mostly 
working for me. R

???

“Jade”
Users/stakeholders 3rd party 

researchers
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If it works for Wikipedia...

… maybe it’ll work for Twitter, Google, 
Facebook, Snapchat, etc. 



If it works for Wikipedia...

… maybe it’ll work for Twitter, Google, 
Facebook, Snapchat, etc.

And maybe it’s a good candidate for policy.



Thank you!
User:Halfak_(WMF)  (CC-BY-SA 4.0)

https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/User:Halfak_(WMF)

